• Alexander Dudley McKay Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Alexander Leicester McAulay Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Appointment Indentures Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Arthur Gordon Lyne Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Bruce Charles Mollison Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Centenary Committee Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Christ College Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Derek Mapsley Phillips Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Dr. Malcolm Spencer Gregory Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Dugald Gordon McDougall Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Eric Guiler Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Fritz Joseph Ernst Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• HELLP or Help the Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian Peoples Association and the Lithuanian Studies Association Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Henry Charles Kingsmill Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Hilary Webster Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• History Department Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Hytten Hall Students Club Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• Information Services Photographs Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• James Alexander Cardno Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• James Backhouse Walker Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• John Orr Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• K. S. Isles Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Kalbfell Diary Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Law Department Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Leslie Robert Broughton Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Library Plans 1958-1983 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Library Promotional Video 1981 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Louis Augustus Triebel Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Lyndhurst Falkiner Giblin Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• M.W. Woods Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Maxwell Albert Percy Mattingley Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• McDonell Watkyn Woods Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Medals presented to the University Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

• Mrs Alice McFarlane Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Newspaper cutting books Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Nuremberg International Military Tribunal 1946 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Photography Department Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Pictorial History of Sandy Bay Campus Buildings Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Planning and Review committee 1980-1982 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor Alan Burn Engineering Department Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor Alexander McAulay Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor Avon Maxwell Clark Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor Charles Dunn Hardie Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor Edwin James George Pitman Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor James McAuley Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor John McBain Grant Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor R. Rodda Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
- Professor Samuel Warren Carey Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• *Professor T.T. Flynn Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Raymond Charles Hutchinson Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Roy Chappell Papers Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Samuel Warren Carey Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *School of Medicine Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *South Tasmania Rugby Union Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *T.U.S.S. Co-operative Society Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Tasmania University Students' Evangelical Union Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Tasmania University Union Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Tasmanian Domestic Energy Demand Project 1980-1982 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Tasmanian University Association Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Tasmanian University Mountaineering Club Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Tasmanian University Rugby Union Football Club Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *The Tasman Bridge Collapse Research Project 1975-1980 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*
• *University Accountant 1987-1990 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Athletics Club Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Badge c 1932 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Badge pre 1937 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Blazer c 1930 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Branch, Australian Labor Party (ALP) Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Centenary 1990 Congratulatory Addresses Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Centenary Committee Films Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Centenary Committee Oral History Project c1978-1983 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Centenary Committee Video Recordings Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Dramatic Club Glebe Theatre Players Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Dramatic Society 1921 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*
- University Heraldic Arms and Seal Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University Library Photographs Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania Building Plans Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania Charter Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania First Public Meeting 1890 Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania Graduation Ceremonies Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania Library Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania Professional Librarians Association Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania Staff Association Index: University of Tasmania Collection.

- University of Tasmania Women's Club Index: University of Tasmania Collection.
• University of Tasmania, and Dunbabin, Robert Leslie (2014) *Prof Robert Leslie Dunbabin Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Research Boat Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *University Rugby Club Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Workers' Educational Association Index: University of Tasmania Collection.*